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success has been attained by three direct and indirect methods. Silver
Springs is almost coampletely covered rith a thick bed of ASEtc~, who,•ao
growth form is that of eel grass. These heavy plant beds are coated with
algae which in places forms heavy mate. Some other plants are found around the
edges in relativoey insignificali; qant q ities. Measurement of the growth rate
of the n,•. ..r-'.!, l~ s boon accomplished by the following methodsa

a,. Growth of wet t,,;.bT;l, transplants in cages,
b. Measurement of dofestream drift of plant fragments,
C, ZIR:aao•'on t of difforoncas between oxygen content of

downstrean stations in the day and at night.

a. .

Measurement of growth of transplants probably produces mininaum values
since cages shut out someo 1 .. 't, exclude turtle herbivores, and in the case
of rooted aqtatile involvo rool"' .b~A:ili..l-iot of root systems. The diroot Loeaszu'e,
ment of plant :<,•th involves tuo different procedures for two different
purposes. In o.- ': to ua~svure the production of a community where a study is
being made, the apecoies oded rauvt be the dominant in the community, Thus in
Silver Springs I.. -'L.!;, is :3 l1..A up, weighed in a cage with a two minute
drain, and replanted in the soft ri .'n3 bottom muds. within the 4x6x4 cages
in about 3-4 feet of tateo ..*-'.;.".n•,,' typical bottom conditions. How'msr,
a comparison of .,':.i~'l! fertility of the spring water also is needed in order
directly to coup i':'. cheloicl. potentialities of different communities So a

S single species should bo usv in all the ,pri,';.o For this purpose a floating
aquatic such as hyacinth or i'L *.3, should be used so that the type of mra 'ci'cL,,O
will have no offect, -.. Te I;'.-.g .', a minor natural plant in Silver Zi .:o, 1y:n ia
being grow~ in 'r-a,.

The data from (:direct meastireament to date are meager aand preliminary but
mey show that the method will work. Plants of i§A&g^MUI with 1 foot blados
had grown to 3 feet length and developed blossoms. The growth of the r-ij-?.• .
9eaid to be much less than that of the gis in the summer, possibly partly
due to light differences. The values of productivity obtained by this method
in table 10 seem reasonable,

The second method for ne:,•uring productivity involves stretching a gill
net across the run 1 mile downmsteamn from the boil. The water by the time it
reaches this spot has filtered across a great volume of waving :QCf..A~t'p.
Now suppose the ,prinii: is in a, true steady state, and all our evidence suggests
that it may be ,certainly with respect to 3/J.:,_.•!:,;~i since it remains clogged
with it all surfaces being covered except the sides of some of the limestone
out rops. Then the rate of production should be balanc d by the rate of plant
loss to the food chain and to drift doanstream. g b It, bwhen it breakE
loose, floats to the surface. Thut the dou';trcanm drift which is large, obvious
;snd continuous is caught in the . Ill net and later wet and dry weighed., This
Is done early in the ,,:,',' ,',, so that effects of boats during the day will have
least influence on eeu th r Thu this estimate will be minimum since more
would break off during the day. As seen in the data on standing state, the
amount of SACUr• plants is large in proportion to the animals that possibly
draw much of their nutrition from ail-y,, If further observations are conaittent,
it will be concluded that only a small part of the Wa- ~st production is

drifting downstream, The initial test of the drift measurement gave the figut


